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The solutions-based design framework of permaculture exhibits transformative potential, working to holistically integrate

natural and human systems toward a more just society. The term can be defined and applied in a breadth of ways,

contributing to both strengths and weaknesses for its capacity toward change. We find that permaculture casts a wide net

that participants grapple with in their own work. They engaged in a negotiation process of how they associate or

disassociate themselves with the term, recognizing that it can be both unifying and polarizing. Further, there was noted

concern of permaculture’s failure to cite and acknowledge its rootedness in Indigenous knowledge, as well as distinguish

itself from Indigenous alternatives. We contextualize these findings within the resounding call for a decolonization of

modern ways of living and the science of sustainability, of which permaculture can be critically part of.
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1. Introduction

Sustainability is broadly accepted as the capacity to “meet the needs of the present without compromising the ability of

future generations to meet their own needs” . As a concept and transdisciplinary framework, sustainability emerged in

response to concerns about the broad societal and environmental impacts of a global industrialized society, including

climate change, widening socioeconomic inequities, and spiraling resource consumption . Permaculture is an

international network with a solutions-oriented approach to sustainability that aims to “design and develop sustainable

communities in harmony with natural ecosystems” ( , p. 720).

Founded in 1975 in Australia, permaculture has experienced an increasing, broadly distributed international presence in

recent decades . One of the most distinctive aspects of the permaculture network is its organization around the design

system after which it is named. Permaculture design is a framework converging on notions of (1) using nature as a guide,

(2) thinking holistically, (3) being a solutions-based cooperative design system, and (4) creating abundance and harmony

. Practitioners and scholars have described it as a catalyst toward promoting transformative pedagogy for education ,

fostering learning communities of grassroots practitioners , and offering a holistic integration of the natural world and its

relationships into modern ways of life and thought . Especially in contexts beyond the United States (US),

permaculture thought and practice contribute to the development of alternative agri-food networks , enabled by

its emphasis on community knowledge, inclusion of Indigenous practices, and avoidance of one-size-fits-all approaches.

As a note, we use the term “Indigenous” throughout the paper as a broad placeholder term for “place-based human ethnic

cultures that have not migrated from their homeland”  and as a way of distinguishing these nations, peoples, and

communities from settlers and colonizers .

Yet, due in part due to its broad range of application, permaculture resists concise definitions, making communication of

core ideas difficult. As Macnamara (2019) states, “There are as many permaculture definitions as there are

permaculturists. Each person has developed their own ways of using permaculture and their relationship to it” ( , p. 1).

Conceptual definitions have long been obscured by the proliferation of multiple, divergent meanings, creating confusion

over measurement and application . Akin to critiques of the term agroecology , this ambiguity over what the term

means presents confusion and complexity on how to use it.

The conceptual and practical breadth of permaculture has been highlighted as both a weakness and a strength.

Permaculture concepts bridge localized experience with broader sociopolitical philosophies in ways that allow

practitioners to imagine alternatives to the conventional human-nature relationships of the modern era . Each of its

divergent definitions can serve a specific and meaningful purpose toward re-thinking and re-imagining how we live within,

perceive, and emulate our natural worlds . Nonetheless, resistance to succinct definitions can obscure its purpose and

create a sense of exclusivity, leading some to argue that the permaculture movement should stick to practical matters of

land use rather than “spread itself too thin” . Furthermore, broad conceptualizations of permaculture may gloss over the

differences in scale and impact between individual lifestyle practices and social movements; while it can inspire people to
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enact sustainable changes in their daily lives, the importance of these actions may be detached from a larger political

context or goal . The low level of institutionalization and organization in the permaculture network contrasts with other

grassroots movements that include a focus on human–nature relationships and practices, such as the international

peasants’ agroecological movement, La Via Campesina .

2. A Need for Reconciliation

Permaculture teachers and practitioners are struggling with the lack of acknowledgment and citation of Indigenous

practices and knowledge in permaculture, a concern that has been echoed throughout the sustainability movement more

broadly. Sustainability and sustainable development have failed to center Indigenous Peoples and knowledge, resulting in

the potential for appropriation of their ways of life. As a result of pushing Indigenous knowledge to the side or unjustly

plagiarizing it, land is largely considered as a political and economic tool , multiple, contextualized definitions of the

term ‘sustainable’ are not equally valued , and nature is often viewed as a controllable “machine” . Permaculture has

faced similar criticisms, and the movement internationally has experienced issues with diversity and inclusion of its

participants, being largely represented by a white supermajority . Given that Western permaculture theory is grounded

in Western scientific knowledge and research, there are important differences between the theory and practice of

permaculture and Indigenous biocultural practices that are embedded in their own histories, knowledge, and spirituality,

such as the chacra of the Kichwa-Lamistas of Amazonian Peru . Thus, it is not appropriate to label these Indigenous

practices as permaculture, whereby “one can see native peoples as sustainable, beautiful, and worthy of emulation

without viewing them as engaged in permaculture-before-permaculture” ( , p. 21). As permaculture garners attention

and financial support, it may systematically undervalue these existing Indigenous alternatives that lay outside its purview

and reinforce the coloniality of ecological knowledge . While the urgency of widespread socioenvironmental

degradation can stimulate imaginative and regenerative common ground , rebranding Indigenous practices and

knowledge as “permaculture” without proper acknowledgment and reconciliation limits our ability to move toward

regenerative design—a design that not only inflicts less harm but fosters positive change .

Permaculture’s potential for commodification is a growing concern. The breadth of permaculture thought and practice can

help create an inclusive and dynamic environment for the development of and engagement with sustainable solutions.

The same breadth also leaves room for contradictory opinions and applications that leave permaculture vulnerable to

enabling shallow engagement and false solutions. The commodification of terms such as permaculture may have

detrimental effects on the practical impacts of the movement. Sustainability, as a term and a framework, provides a

sobering case study in the effects of commoditization through industrialization and marketing. The “sustainable” palm oil

industry serves as an example of the failure of an industry to foster environmental stewardship and biodiversity

conservation despite its globally recognized certification program . Nature being seen and used as a political and

economic tool (i.e., “green-grabbing”) may also reinforce patterns of colonial land dispossession and inequitable wealth

accumulation . The concern for permaculture to follow a similar trajectory is grounded in, what these participants

perceive as, a growing lack of authenticity and commitment to actually practicing permaculture.

3. Conclusions

By exploring the strengths and weaknesses of permaculture’s breadth of definitions and applications, we show that

permaculture, albeit fraught with concerns, exhibits potential for transformative change. Ensuring permaculture contributes

to such change through a decolonizing lens depends on clearly defining what permaculture is and is not, particularly in

relation to alternative Indigenous knowledge and beliefs. Conceptual semantics matter: they shape and are shaped by the

perspectives, actions, and discourses that they encompass  and help make communication for ecological change

more effective . The processes of (re-)defining permaculture are embedded and embodied in the daily actions and

landscapes by which it is grounded . Through these participant interviews and research findings, we recommend the

following best practices in (re-)defining permaculture:

Regardless of its application, permaculture requires a systems-level and historically grounded worldview lens.

Permaculture is not a stagnant set of rules; it is a potential-creating design framework based on ethics and

operationalized by principles.

Social and economic justice must be central to the practice of permaculture.

Humans rely upon nature, actions do matter toward enacting positive social and ecological change, and permaculture

can help prioritize such actions.
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Permaculture design and practice draw heavily on Indigenous ecological knowledge but are not always or necessarily

equivalent to them; the differences (and similarities) should be respected and explicitly acknowledged.

Moving forward, there is an urgent need to use these principles to push permaculture, and sustainability more broadly,

toward the work that positively demonstrates healthy and just living systems and away from that which bolsters and

sustains injustice. This starts with permaculture practitioners grounding their work and perspectives in a critical

(re-)defining process as an ongoing opportunity for such reflection and reconciliation.
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